The galà dinner will take place on June 25, 2009 in the magnificent scenario of Villa Giulia, one of the most beautiful Renaissance villas in Rome, in the building in which both Michelangelo and Vasari and Vignola worked.

At present Villa Giulia premises host the most important Etruscan Museum in the world. The cost of the social dinner is 70 € per person, which also includes a short guided visit of the museum. More information on Villa Giulia is available at the website: http://www.tredy.com/m.php/museum-villa-giulia-rome-en-56-m.htm?session=IT
HOW TO REACH VILLA

From Termini Railway Station:

- **OPTION 1**
  Take the underground A (direction BATTISTINI, every 5 minutes) for 4 stops, alight at FLAMINIO, take tram 2 (direction MANCINI, every 4 minutes) for 2 stops, alight at FLAMINIA/BELLE ARTI ed walk along Viale BELLE ARTI for 500 m. till the ETRUSCAN MUSEUM OF VILLA GIULIA
• OPTION 2
Reach the bus stop VOLTURNO/GAETA, take bus 92 (direction PAMPANINI, every 10 minutes) for 7 stops, alight at Piazza BUENOS AIRES and take tram 19 (direction RISORGIMENTO/S. PIETRO, every 15 minutes) for 7 stops, alight at ETRUSCAN MUSEUM OF VILLA GIULIA

• OPTION 3
Take the underground A (direction BATTISTINI, every 5 minutes) for 5 stops, alight at LEPANTO, walk for 100 m. towards Viale DELLE MILIZIE and take tram 19 (direction GERANI, every 15 minutes) for 4 stops, alight at ETRUSCAN MUSEUM OF VILLA GIULIA